• Zhenyu went through the Quality of Life survey, he will share with the group.

• Kathy Nasta- no new commercial housing in Discovery Park

• Kathy will invite, Cathy Ennis and Aisha Thomas to the next UEC meeting on February 21

• UEC would like input to BNL housing management regarding upgrades to the housing dorms, apartments etc.

• Users’ Meeting, will work off-line to figure out the dates, looking at Monday, Aug 12 to Thursday, Aug 15
  • Need to find a room for the poster session, Anders will reach out to the theory group about having our Poster session in their seminar room.

• Funds for the Nuclear Physics Day in April, 2024. Marzia is going to ask Haiyan Gao about funding for the students.

• Noted by Kelly Guiffreda, funds for the RHIC community will decrease from 10k to 8k and less BSA funds will be available as well.